
LAKE GEORGE PARK COMMISSION
PROJECT SYNOPSIS

Meeting Date 09/16/2021

Applicant
Loonie, William

Facility
Private Lakefront

Parcel
160.26-1-11.000

Application #
DWM21-000138 Residential

Lakefront
35

Location
353 Baldwin Road, Ticonderoga

Date Received
09/10/2021

SEQR Type
1 - Type II Action, no further 
review under SEQR

Comment Period Ends
10/29/2021

Project
Modify an existing straight-pier wharf within the 20’ setback making it longer and wider.

Background
The subject property is located at 353 Baldwin Road in the town of Ticonderoga. The property has 35' 
of lakefront, meaning the entire property is within the neighbors' property setbacks. The existing 
authorized dock, memorialized by Registration of Existing Wharf 622, is 2.5' wide by 56' long and is 
located inside the northern 20' sideline setback.  The applicant has indicated that the narrow width of 
the dock makes foot traffic along this structure a challenge and presents a safety concern when 
boarding a vessel.  In response, the applicant proposes to widen and shorten the authorized dock to 5' 
x 48' with the dock would be expanded away from the closest neighbor. 

Both neighbors to the north and south have no objections and expressed support for the applicant's 
project.

There is no apparent jurisdiction for Town and DEC. APA has requested an assessment of the potential 
impact of wetlands; LGPC permit would be issued contingent upon the APA's approval. 

Regulatory Determinations

SEQRA

The application represents a Type II action and no further review is required under SEQRA.

 

FINDINGS FOR MARINAS, DOCKS, MOORINGS APPLS

The Commission must make findings under provision 6NYCRR 646-1.6(a):

"Prior to granting any permit relative to a dock, wharf, mooring or marina, the Commission shall 
ascertain the probable effect of the proposed facility and the operation thereof on the health, safety and 
welfare of the public and on the resources of the Park. The Commission shall also ascertain the impact 
of the proposed facility upon the congestion of Lake George and the probable visual, cultural and 
audible effects of the proposed facility on the neighborhood in which the facility is proposed and on the 
Park. Where the Commission determines that the facility will have an undue impact upon the health, 
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safety, or welfare of the public or the resources of the park, lead to overcrowding or congestion, or 
cause undue visual, cultural or audible impacts on the neighborhood or the Park, a permit shall be 
denied."

 

VARIANCE

The Commission must determine if the documentation presented is sufficient to prove unnecessary 
hardship as set forth in Section 645-8.3 Standard:

(a) No variance shall be granted under this Subpart unless the applicant shall establish by substantial, 
credible evidence unnecessary hardship.

(b) In order to establish unnecessary hardship, an applicant must demonstrate: (1) unique and peculiar 
conditions to the applicant's particular situation which impose a substantial technological, financial or 
safety burden upon the applicant or the public;  (2) that because of such uniqueness, there is no 
reasonable possibility that the applicant's property or, if no property is involved, the continuation of the 
application's business, enterprise, use or activity will bring a reasonable return following conformity with 
the regulations of the Commission; (3) that the proposed activity will have no adverse impact on the 
public health, safety or welfare, the environment or the resources of the Park; and (4) that the granting 
of a variance will not alter the essential character of the area in which the proposed use or activity is 
located, and will not lead to congestion in the Park.
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NYS ITS GIS Program Office, Westchester County GIS

¯1 " = 30 feet
IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
This map and information is provided as is. 
We make no warranties or guarantees, expressed or implied.
The user assumes all risks and responsibility for determining 
whether this map is sufficent for purposes intended.
The data is deemed reliable but not guaranteed.

0 7035
Feet 353 Baldwin Road

TM# 160.26-1-11
Town of Ticonderoga
2018 Infrared Air Photo
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NYS ITS GIS Program Office, Westchester County GIS

¯1 " = 67 feet
IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
This map and information is provided as is. 
We make no warranties or guarantees, expressed or implied.
The user assumes all risks and responsibility for determining 
whether this map is sufficent for purposes intended.
The data is deemed reliable but not guaranteed.
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NYS ITS GIS Program Office, Westchester County GIS
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IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
This map and information is provided as is. 
We make no warranties or guarantees, expressed or implied.
The user assumes all risks and responsibility for determining 
whether this map is sufficent for purposes intended.
The data is deemed reliable but not guaranteed.
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For context regarding Reasonable Return criteria for granting a variance, the cost of a berthing space on the Lake is provided below. 
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P.O. Box 99 • 1133 NYS Route 86 • Ray Brook, NY 12977 • Tel: (518) 891-4050 • www.apa.ny.gov 

October 28, 2021 
 
 
 
William and Mary Ellen Loonie – Via Email – wloonie@gmail.com 
353 Baldwin Road 
Ticonderoga, NY 12883 
 
RE: R2021-0228; J2021-1045 
 Tax Map Parcel: 160.26-1-11.000 
 Land Use Area: Moderate Intensity Use 
 Town of Ticonderoga, Essex County 
 
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Loonie: 
 
The Adirondack Park Agency recently received a referral from the NYS Lake George 
Park Commission regarding your proposed dock expansion. 
 
An assessment of the potential for impacts to wetlands is required before the Agency 
can issue a determination on your proposal.  To allow for this analysis, please provide 
recent photographs taken in July or August showing the proposed development area 
and lakebed, as staff may be able to use these photographs to determine the location of 
any wetlands.  These photographs should be submitted to apajif@apa.ny.gov.  
Alternatively, please contact Agency wetland biologist Mary O’Dell at (518) 891-4050 to 
schedule a summer site visit to the property.  Please reference Agency file J2021-1045 
in any communications with the Agency. 
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Agency. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
/s/ Matthew Brown 
 
Matthew Brown 
Environmental Program Specialist 
 
cc:  NYS LGPC (DWM21-000138) – Via Email 
 

mailto:apajif@apa.ny.gov
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P.O. Box 99 • 1133 NYS Route 86 • Ray Brook, NY 12977 • Tel: (518) 891-4050 • www.apa.ny.gov 

 
March 7, 2022 
 
 
 
William and Mary Ellen Loonie – Via Email to wloonie@gmail.com 
353 Baldwin Road 
Ticonderoga, NY 12883 
 
RE: Jurisdictional Determination J2021-1045  
 Tax Map Parcel: 160.26-1-11.000 
 Land Use Area: Moderate Intensity Use 
 Town of Ticonderoga, Essex County 
 
Dear Mr. and Ms. Loonie: 
 
Thank you for the submitted photos of the project site, received by the Agency on March 
4, 2022.  
 
Agency review indicates that the proposed dock expansion as depicted on the untitled 
map received by the Agency on September 14, 2021 from the Lake George Park 
Commission does not require a permit or variance from the Adirondack Park.  Please 
note that, in making this determination, the Agency has not reviewed the lawfulness of 
any other structure on the property or any past subdivisions involving the property. 
 
Agency staff review of the submitted photographs indicates that your project will not 
involve wetlands.  Please remember that all activities within the Adirondack Park must 
comply with the Freshwater Wetlands Act.  Additional information regarding wetlands in 
the Adirondack Park can be found on the Agency’s website at www.apa.ny.gov.   

 
Although your proposal does not require Agency approval, please help to prevent the 
spread of invasive species by ensuring all excavating tools, fill, and other equipment are 
thoroughly cleaned and that all fill is free of invasive species prior to use on-site.  If any 
portion of the site contains invasives, all construction equipment and vehicles should be 
thoroughly cleaned prior to moving to other areas.  If the proposal will involve any 
plantings, care should be taken to avoid the introduction of invasive species.  Additional 
information on how to prevent the spread of invasive species in the Adirondack Park 
can be found at www.adkinvasives.com. 
  
  

http://www.apa.ny.gov/
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In addition, please be aware of the following information and requirements:  
 
1. In a Moderate Intensity Use land use area, any new structure over 100 square 

feet in size (except docks and boathouses - see definitions in the attached 
Shoreline Restrictions flyer) must be set back at least 50 feet from the mean high 
water mark of lakes, ponds, and navigable rivers and streams.  Structure 
setbacks are measured horizontally from the closest part of the structure to the 
mean high water mark.  For the purpose of applying the setback requirements, a 
structure consists of all attached components, including all porches, decks, 
staircases, and other structures.   

 
 With minor exceptions, existing structures may be replaced but may not be 

expanded in any direction within the shoreline setback area.  No bedrooms may 
be added to any structure served by a wastewater treatment system located 
within 100 feet of a water body.   

 
 Vegetative cutting restrictions also apply to shorelines: The removal of vegetation 

is limited within 6 feet of the mean high water mark, and the cutting of trees is 
limited within 35 feet of the mean high water mark. 

 
 Please see the attached flyer for additional information regarding the Agency’s 

shoreline restrictions. 
 
This letter does not authorize the impairment of any easement, right, title, or interest in 
real or personal property, and shall not be construed to satisfy any legal obligations of 
the permittee to comply with all applicable laws and regulations or to obtain any 
governmental approval or permit from any entity other than the Agency, whether 
federal, State, regional, or local.  We recommend that you check with Town authorities 
and the New York State Department of Environmental Conservation to obtain all 
necessary approvals prior to commencing the project. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact the Agency with any questions.  
 
Sincerely, 
 
/s/ Matthew Brown 
 
Matthew Brown 
Project Administrator 
 
Attachments: Shoreline Restrictions Flyer 
 
cc: Town of Ticonderoga – Via Email  
 Jason Kokkinos, NYS LGPC (DWM21000138) – Via Email 
 Erin Donhauser, NYS DEC – Via Email 
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